The Establishment of Decision Tree Model in Network Traffic Incident Using C4.5 Method
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ABSTRACT

Computer network traffic is computer activity information in a network which explains interconnection between communication processes. The complexity of network traffic itself depends on the number of communication models used. The utilization of classification analyzing of network incident traffic is one of utilization forms of network traffic. The accuracy of classification model itself depends heavily on the formation of data training. The usage of C4.5 method in the establishment of decision tree in data training toward network incident traffic is with the basis to see the efficiency of decision tree formation. Wireshark tool is used as network capture tool to perform data acquisition in the formation of data training.

1. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge development regarding Information Technology and Communication is growing rapidly. Example of development is from security side. Computer security means that an action of protection from computer user’s attack or irresponsible network access user[1]. The security of computer network can be associated also with self prevention and detection for unknown intruder’s action in computer system[2]. According to ID-CERT data presents that data regarding the development of computer’s crimes occurred in Indonesia, which the number of reports received in the year 2012 were at 783.457 reports. The largest report was Network Incident: 780.318 reports consisted of Brute Force attack (80%), Open Proxy (15%) and DDoS (5%). Security handling model of computer network, one of the ways that can be done is by conducting analysis in the form of classification process. In classification process, the establishment of accurate classification depends on the formation of trained data or often called as data training.

Based on the role of trained data formation as the basis for classification process then it is suggested an establishment of decision tree model for network incident traffic by using the derivation of Decision Tree namely C4.5. The using of method above as a formation of decision tree model is on the basis that C4.5 method is well fit for solving decision with discrete value. The formation of branching from a root node is used as decision alternative when the branch node is not fulfilling a condition in the rules of a decision tree.

The establishment of class label data which being used is a network captured data. Wireshark tool is used to capture traffic from network attack. Wireshark is a reliable application in terms of network traffic capture[3]. The result of network incident traffic captured is made a class label data in the formation of C4.5 decision tree.
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2. THEORETICAL PLATFORM

A. C.45

C4.5 algorithm is one of data classification algorithms with decision technique which is popular and favored due to its advantages. The advantages for examples: can process numeric data (continuously) and discrete, can handle a lost attribute value, generates the rules that easy to be interpreted and fastest among algorithms which using main memory in the computer[4]. C4.5 algorithm itself is an algorithm which is developed from ID3 algorithm where ID3 algorithm itself was found by J. Ross Quinlan since 1986. C4.5 algorithm is often called as decision tree algorithm which popular among decision tree algorithm group. Basically C4.5 algorithm has a similarity with ID3 from the establishment of decision tree model.

The main differences between C4.5 and ID3 are:
   a. C4.5 can handle continuous and discrete attribute.
   b. C4.5 can handle training data with missing value.
   c. The outcome of C4.5 decision tree will be trimmed after established.
   d. Attribute selection is done by using Gain ratio.

The referred gain ratio in C4.5 is to overcome the occurring bias in ID3. It is kind of normalization form to get information using “split information”, which defined as follows:

\[ SplitInfo_{A}(D) = \sum_{j=0}^{r} \left( \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \times \log_2 \left( \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \right) \right) \]  

Where:
- \( D \) = sample space (data) used for training.
- \( D_j \) = the amount of samples for attribute i.

This value constitutes a potential information resulted by separating data training set, D, to be v partition, fit with the result v from the test on attribute A. To search for gain ratio value, is defined as follows:

\[ Gain_{Ratio}(A) = \frac{Gain(A)}{SplitInfo_{A}(D)} \]

B. Network traffic

The measurement and analysis of network traffic is important to do in order to get a knowledge regarding network traffic characteristic. In general a network traffic data has information such as:
   - **IP Address**
     IP address is frequently known as computer address. This computer address serves as computer identity in a network communication. This address is divided into two parts namely as source and destination identity. IP Source Address is a source address which can be identified with the sender in occurring data communication process. Meanwhile IP Destination Address is a destination address which can be identified with the data receiver in data communication process.
   - **Protocol**
     Protocol is a rule that being applied in data communication process which its process is identified based on its service type. Each protocol running will be named according to the process conducted in communication process of computer network. The examples of communication protocols including tcp, udp, http, ftp, icmp protocol, etc.
   - **Length**
     Length is the size of data quantity running in computer network. The size commonly used in network traffic is in byte.

Network traffic itself can be displayed in the form of raw data (data in the form of traffic record such as the outcome) or in completed form (in the form of graphic).

C. Wireshark

Wireshark is one of so many Network Analyzer tools which frequently used by Network administrators to analyze their network performances. Wireshark is preferred by many due to its interface which using Graphical User Interface (GUI) or graphic display. Wireshark is used for network troubleshooting, software analysis and communication protocol development, and education. Wireshark is widely used by network administrators to analyze their network performances. Wireshark is capable to capture data/information passing over a network which we observe in the form of network traffic. The benefits of using Wireshark application are as follows:
   - Capturing information or packet data which being sent and received in a computer network.
   - Discovering the activity occurring in a computer network.
• Find out and analyze our computer network performances such as access speed/data share and network connection to the internet.
• Observing the security of our computer networks.
Several information which can be captured by wireshark tool as network traffic information among others is time elapse (the time recorded in certain period), source address (source address from the data sender, can be IP address or mac address), destination address (destination address of transmitted data, can be IP address or mac address), protocol (service which running in computer network), length (the size of data transmitted), and info (additional information of each service running in computer network).

3. RESEARCH METHOD

A. Network Incident Traffic Capturing
Taking of network incident traffic is using wireshark application. Network traffic capture is conducted by capturing traffic. The taking of network incident traffic results in approximately up to tens of millions of traffic records. But the number of records yielded each day is not the same. The inequality of the number of traffic records is due to inequality of communication model in computer network performed by the user.

B. Data Filtering
Data filtering is conducted by selecting the data which will be used as a transform data process. Network incident traffic data will be given a label class in accordance with the mode of attacking type obtained from network incident traffic capture. The amount of label classes used is of 33 data with attacking type is of 8 attacks namely the types of arp spoof attack, arp sniffing attack, SSH brute force attack, HTTP DOS attack, HTTP SQL Injection, Mac Flooding, ICMP Flooding, HTTP brute force attack.

C. The establishment calculation of Tree C4.5 Model
After conducting labeling process, in the calculation of C4.5 is started with the calculation of entropy, gain information, split info and gain ratio. Example of calculation with C4.5 calculation is:

a. Entropy
Entropy calculation is:
\[ E(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} -p_i \log_2(p_i) \]
\[
E(\text{total}) = \left( \frac{5}{33} \log_2 \frac{5}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{13}{33} \log_2 \frac{13}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{11}{33} \log_2 \frac{11}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{2}{33} \log_2 \frac{2}{33} \right) + \\
\left( \frac{2}{33} \log_2 \frac{2}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{2}{33} \log_2 \frac{2}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{2}{33} \log_2 \frac{2}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{9}{33} \log_2 \frac{9}{33} \right) + \left( \frac{3}{33} \log_2 \frac{3}{33} \right)
\]

b. Gain Information
Gain information calculation is:
\[ G(S,A) = E(S) - \sum_{s \in \text{class}(D)} \left( \frac{|S_s|}{|S|} \right) E(S_s) \]
Gain Information(total, time) =
\[ 2,557 \left( \frac{33}{33} \right) \]
\[ = 0,000 \]
c. Splitinfo
Splitinfo calculation is:
\[ SplitInfo(D) = \sum_{j=0}^{D} \left( \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \right) \log_2 \left( \frac{|D_j|}{|D|} \right) \]
\[ Splitinfo \ (\text{Time}) = \left( \frac{33}{33} \right) \log_2 \left( \frac{33}{33} \right) \]
\[ = 0,000 \]
d. Gain Ratio
Gain Ratio calculation is:
\[ GainRatio(A) = \frac{Gain(A)}{SplitInfo(A)} \]
Gain Ratio (Protocol) =
\[
\frac{1.508}{2.2537} = 0.66911
\]

In the first iteration after performing calculation of Gain Ratio will generate a table mapping having the same label classes with filter based on the highest gain ratio value. Initial calculation will be a root node. If there are different label classes in one table, then it will be performed a recalculation of entropy calculation, Gain information, split info and Gain ratio up to producing table with same label classes.

D. The establishment of Tree C4.5 Model
To facilitate the calculation in the establishment of decision tree with C4.5 method, the labeling process is performed. From Table 1, the sample of labeling result generates to the following Table 2:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol Name</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>arp_spoof attack</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arp_sniffing attack</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSH brute force attack</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP DOS Attack</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP SQL Injection</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Flooding</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP Flooding</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP brute force attack</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Attack Labeling Table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Total cases</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>A 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>B 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support_Source_address (%)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>C 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protocol</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>D 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>E 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBNS</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>F 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>G 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSHv2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>H 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>A 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>B 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In the calculation conducted on the previous stage, will generate several tables in each iteration. First iteration generates an Attribute Protocol as a node of first root. However on first iteration it does not present a uniform label class value from root node protocol. Therefore recalculation is performed until producing table or branch node which generating a uniform label class[5]. The sample of calculation t having the same label class and unnecessarily to conduct a recalculation is as follows:
For the table which has different Label Class should be performed a calculation until generating the same label class. The table instance with different label class is showed on table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (menit)</th>
<th>Support_Source_Address</th>
<th>Protocol</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Class_label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>Echo (ping) request Echo (ping) reply</td>
<td>ICMP Flooding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>ICMP</td>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td>ICMP Flooding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The branch of root node yielded is depicted in each iteration as follows:

Figure 1. Root Node Protocol

Figure 2. TCP Branch Root Node
In Figure 1, it is seen that the Protocol becomes first root node in the establishment of Decision Tree C4.5. In the branch node protocol of TCP, ARP and HTTP is not yet having the same label class. So it performs recalculation of Gain Ratio value which having Attribute Protocol value of TCP, ARP and HTTP. The result is depicted in figure 2, 3, and figure 4. In Figure 2 for branch node length of 74 and 66 it is necessary to perform calculation to get the uniform label class.

5. CONCLUSION

Based on the establishment of decision tree, then can be concluded that the shape of decision tree C4.5 is capable to provide decision form in classification based on the uniformity value of an attribute. Attribute which possessing uniformity value will be shaped to be a root node and the value possessed in the attribute will become a decision branch node. In the last root node which having the uniformity value is the decision result of classification. The logic of decision tree C4.5 can be applied to the decision which has properties of discrete and continuous.

The development of the research conducted in this study, can be maximized with testing process of trial data which is obtained in a network with network complexity possessing large network traffic, so that it can detect the form of attack occurring in the network.
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